
You’re on a quest to find 16 pieces of public art in central Orangeville. Follow the same route as the Central West
Public Art Tour to admire tree sculptures, utility box art, statues and murals while you solve the clues for each piece.

Public Art Scavenger Hunt

Check your answers by scanning this code
or visiting loveorangeville.ca

Share your adventure @orangevilletourism and by using #loveorangeville

Answer:

Look for the mural located on the side of
Orangeville Outlet Centre. It shows a

photograph of Mill Creek from the 1800s.
How many chimneys are on the big white

house?

Clue #1: Stay dry

Answer:

In Kay Cee Gardens, the first utility box
you will find is called Snow Fun. How

many pieces of coal make up the
snowman’s eyes, mouth and buttons?

Clue #2: Snow fun

Answer:

Near the gazebo, this utility box features
an abstract painting of bright florals. Read

the description of the box and name the
flower shown in the artwork.

Clue #3: Flower power

Answer:

Before the bridge, don't miss this bright
utility box featuring dogs, cats, and their
owners. Each side has three dogs. Two of

them have the same ear colour. What
colour is it?

Clue #4: Puppy love

Answer:

The next utility box shows a young boy on
a ride through the rural countryside of

Dufferin County. Read the description of
the box and name the type of vehicle the

boy is riding.

Clue #5: Take a ride

Answer:

After the bridge, you’ll find a utility box
called Gazing Upwards. Staring up at the
night sky in wonder, there are six children

shown. One is wearing a toque. What
colour is it?

Clue #6: Wish upon a star

Answer:

Take a detour east on York Street to find a
tree sculpture called Tree of Life. The

rescued ash tree features a dove, a book,
and a tree. What does the book say?

Clue #7: Wise words

Answer:

Cross Broadway at Clara Street to find a
utility box. Called the Turbines of

Amaranth, the piece shows wind as a new
source of electricity for the region. How

many turbines are displayed?

Clue #8: Wind power

Answer:

The Eagle tree sculpture intensely
watches over the intersection. Nothing

will get by him! How many branches grow
off of the eagle's tree perch?

Clue #9: Mighty eagle

Answer:

More birds are perched down the street.
The sculpture was carved from one single

white pine log. How many pelicans are
shown?

Clue #10: For the birds

Answer:

Across the street, the sculpture of an ice
cream cone reminds us of simple

pleasures. If you could eat a cone that size,
what flavour would you choose? All

answers accepted!

Clue #11: Summer treat

Answer:

Head north on Ada Street and east on
Zina Street. Four animals make their

home on a tree sculpture called Canadian
Nature. Which animal appears twice?

Clue #12: Who could it be?

Answer:

Tribute to Dogs is an aptly named tree
sculpture that shows the two dogs owned

by the family who sponsored the piece.
What colour is the collar worn by the

Labrador?

Clue #13: Dog days

Answer:

Across the street, the cats are out! Three
cats are shown. One is ready to pounce,

and one is climbing. What is the third cat
doing?

Clue #14: Meow-zers

Answer:

Head back to Broadway to visit The
Victorian Lady standing elegantly in front

of the McKitrick House. What is she
holding in her hand?

Clue #15: Fashionista

Answer:

The Musicians in this tree sculpture are
inspired by Orangeville’s Blues and Jazz

Festival. If you could play any instrument
expertly, what would it be? All answers

accepted!

Clue #16: Blues brothers


